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Movin' left

Wam pan-oag brought meat To add to the Pilgrim's humble corn. So they

built the table longer and the Spirit it got stronger, and a national metaphor was born.
So they were Mov-in' Left! Mov-in' Left! Had to in-clude ev-ery wo-man and
man! Mov-in' Left! Yes, they were Mov-in' Left! Help-ing each to be-come all they
Mov-in' Left; Mov-in' Left! Help-ing each to be-come all they
Now a big man comes to town, with his can!
fat-cat friends around, Say-in:"Time to end the tax-man's bite!"
"Private pro-per-ty is
Lead

king; it's the most important thing, and exploiting the poor is our right!"

T.B.

Well then, I'm:

Ban.

Well then, I'm:

Bass

Well then, I'm:

Movin' Left; now Movin' Left! Got to respect every woman and man!

Vln.

p

CHORUS

Got to respect every woman and man!

Ban.
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Movin' Left! Movin' Left!

Bass

Movin' Left! Movin' Left!

Well then, I'm:
Movein' left

Migra comes to town, and they take some brothersdown, And the ICE-men come for the children,

Verse 3
Movin' left

Lead

S.A.

T.B.

Chorus

Lead

S.A.

T.B.

Ban.

Bass
Movin' left

Lead

S.A.

T.B.

Bass
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wo-man and man! Mov-in' Left! Mov-in' Left! Help-ing each to be come all they can!

wo-man and man! Mov-in' Left! Mov-in' Left! Help-ing each to be come all they can!

wo-man and man! Mov-in' Left; Mov-in' Left! Help-ing each to be come all they can!
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VERSE 4

Now they've dug a migh-ty hole, and they're
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bur-nin' all the coal, In a fur-nace with a Hell-ish light. And the e-lee-tri-ci-
Movin' left

**Lead**

But now we're: Movin' Left!  

**S.A.**

But now we're: Movin' Left!  

**T.B.**

But now we're: Movin' Left; now Movin' Left!

**Vln.**

But now we're: Movin' Left!

**Ban.**

Got to respect every-

**Bass**

Make their air-conditioning hum through the night!
Movin' left species a-round! Mov'in' Left! Mov'in' Left! Helping each to survive and re

Lead

S.A.

T.B.

Vln.
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VERSE 5

Lead

S.A.

T.B.

Vln.

Bound!

Back when Jesus was a-preachin', He said

Bound!

Bound!

Bound!
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rich men who are reach-in' up to Heaven face a tiny cleft. He said, "Blessed are the

poor;" they may enter by the door. This was written from the right to the left!

So we are:

---

accel.

so we are: